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RODS
With the tight shaped fishing rods of Faith Carp Tackle you get value for your money. The fishing rods are 
being tested under heavy circumstances so they can prove themselves at the bankside. Stylish blank and 
proper rod guides characterize the fishing rods of Faith Carp Tackle.



This Faith Carp Float rod has a matt black blank with 
a cork handle. Equipped with a progressive action to 
make sure that you always have the right pressure on 
the hook. Because of the right casting characteristics 
this all-round carp rod is a pleasure to fish with.

CARP FLOAT ROD 625 742 CARP FLOAT 13FT 1.50LB  € 115,00 

RODS

The Faith Overdrive Spod Rod is an affordable spod 
rod for every type of carp angler. With the Overdrive 
spod rod you can easily throw your spod at an great 
distance.

OVERDRIVE SPOD ROD 625 597 OVERDRIVE SPOD ROD | 4.50LB | 12FT € 59,99

The Faith Slender Carp is ideal for the carp angler who 
likes to put the bait on the spot with a bait boat or an 
inflatable boat, but is also very practical on the smaller 
waters. The thin parabolic blank has enough power to 
catch the biggest carps!

SLENDER CARP

The Faith Slender Carp is ideal for the carp angler who 
likes to put the bait on the spot with a bait boat or an 
inflatable boat, but is also very practical on the smaller 
waters. The thin parabolic blank has enough power to 
catch the biggest carps!

SLENDER CARP CORK 625 724 SLENDER CARP 12FT 2.75-3.00LBS CORK  € 70,00 

The three main characteristics of this Faith Carp Series 
carp rods are distance, accuracy and sensitivity. All this 
combined with top quality parts and matt black blank 
provides a great experience and action during the drill.

CARP RODS 625 735 CARP I 12FT 2.75LB € 100,00
625 736 CARP II 12FT 3.00LB € 104.99
625 737 CARP III 12FT 3.50LB € 109.99
625 738 CARP IV 13FT 3.50LB € 119.99

The Faith Carp C-Series has a matt black blank with a 
cork handle. Equipped with a progressive action that 
guarantees perfect drill specifications. Because of the 
right casting characteristics this all-round carp rod is a 
pleasure to fish with.

CARP C-SERIES 625 739 CARP C-I 12FT 2.75LB € 100,00
625 740 CARP C-II 12FT 3.00LB  € 109,99
625 741 CARP C-III 12FT 3.50LB  € 115,00 

625 721 SLENDER CARP 9FT 2.5LB  € 44,99 

625 722 SLENDER CARP 10FT 2.50-2.75LB  € 49,99 

625 723 SLENDER CARP 12FT 2.75-3.00LB  € 59,99 



REELS
The reels of Faith Carp Tackle have some of the best characteristics. The spools are shaped in a way that 
they provide minimum resistance during casting. The ergonomic handle provides an optimal ease of use 
while landing the biggest carps.



REELS

CRUSADER LC 14000 BIG PIT

SPECIFICATIONS
- Wormshaft gearing system
- CNC aluminum handle
- Double line clip

The Faith Crusader LC 14000 big pit is an affordable longcast reel for the serious 
angler. This reel, with a sleek design and ergonomic handle, is made for long throws. 
The double line clip allows you to bait up quickly and fish for two different distances.

RUNNER LS 10000 SS

SPECIFICATIONS
- Complete RVS inner material
- Durable
- Strong

The Faith Runner LS 10000 SS is a serious carp reel for a great price! Fitted with a 
free runner at rear and oversized metal spool. This makes your line curl less and you 
will be able to throw further. Decent reel with which you can catch every carp!

RUNNER LS 6000

SPECIFICATIONS
- Free runner
- Compact size
- Oversized spool

The Faith Runner LS 6000 is a great carp reel for an affordable price. The reel has an 
oversized metal spool and a free runner at rear. Because of the oversized spool you 
can reach longer distances when throwing and it prevents your line from curling.

ENDURANCE 8000 SPOD REEL

SPECIFICATIONS
- 2 Line clips
- Spare coil

The Faith Endurance 8000 spod reel is a real powerhouse for your spod or marker 
rod. The shallow spool allows you to load less line and the spool will increase the 
performance while casting. Equipped with two line clips. The oscillation speed (up 
and down movement) connects perfectly to the reel and ensures a parallel reeled 
fishing line. The Faith Endurance 8000 spod reel is an affordable reel for spodding 
and marking with the quality that you can expect from a Faith reel. Specially made 
for baiting and measuring the depth of your fishing water.

DYNAMIC 10000 FREE RUNNER

SPECIFICATIONS
- CNC handle
- Wormshaft gear
- Line Guard
- Anti retour
- Free runner
- Soft touch rubber knob
- Round line clip

The Faith Dynamic 10000 is a powerful free runner fitted with nine ball bearings, ensuring 
that it is smooth to use on the cast and the retrieve. The Dynamic 10000 is an easy to 
use front drag big pit reel with a free runner. The free runner is easy to adjust on the rear 
of the reel. The Line Guard is guided by the rotor that eliminates the chance of your line 
twisting on the cast and prevents the line from getting under the coil. Worm shaft gear 
ensures a parallel washed-up line.

0.30MM / 380MLINE CAPACITY

PRODUCT CODE 625 800
RRP € 89,99 
GEAR RATIO 4.7:1

BALL BEARINGS 9 + 1

14000SPOOL SIZE

0.30MM / 470MLINE CAPACITY

PRODUCT CODE 625 799
RRP € 94,99
GEAR RATIO 4.6:1

BALL BEARINGS 7 + 1

10000SPOOL SIZE

0.30MM / 280MLINE CAPACITY

PRODUCT CODE 625 564
RRP € 49,99
GEAR RATIO 5.2:1

BALL BEARINGS 5 + 1

6000SPOOL SIZE

0.25MM / 200MLINE CAPACITY

PRODUCT CODE 625 815
RRP € 49,99 
GEAR RATIO 4.6:1

BALL BEARINGS 6 + 1

8000SPOOL SIZE

0.40MM / 360MLINE CAPACITY

PRODUCT CODE 625 948
RRP € 70,00
GEAR RATIO 4.9:1

BALL BEARINGS 9 + 1

10000SPOOL SIZE



PODS & BANKSTICKS
Stability and quality characterize the rodpods and banksticks of Faith Carp Tackle. The decent and proven quality is reflected in the design. The 
stylish matt black coating on the aluminum parts provide its appearance that fits our brand. Are you aiming for decent and affordable? Than 
choose for one of the rodpods or banksticks of Faith Carp Tackle.



PODS & BANKSTICKS



SPECIFICATIONS
- 4 Rod Buzzerbar separate available
- Adjustable from 85cm till 130cm
- Adjustable from 50cm till 95cm
- Stylish black coated
- Including carrier bag

EDITION VX1 RODPOD
The Faith Edition VX1 rodpod is a matt black rodpod for 3 rods. The twin rail design ensures for maximum 
stability. The legs and the mid-section are both adjustable so the rodpod can be placed on almost every terrain. 
The 4-rod buzz bar is separately available.

PRODUCT CODE 625 602
RRP € 89,99
RODS 3

ALUMINUMMATERIAL

SPECIFICATIONS
- Engraved Faith logo
- Easy adjustable height
- Provided with a solid, sharp point
- Anodised black aluminium for a sleek look
- Thread fits on every bite alarm and backrest
- Special mechanism to prevent loss of the

adjustment screw

SPECIFICATIONS
- Engraved Faith logo
- Easy adjustable height
- Provided with a solid drill pike
- Anodised black aluminium for a sleek look
- Thread fits on every bite alarm and backrest

SPECIFICATIONS
- Engraved Faith logo
- Easy adjustable height
- Provided with a solid, sharp point
- Anodised black aluminium for a sleek look
- Thread fits on every bite alarm and backrest

TELESCOPIC MAGNUM BANKSTICK

BANKSTICK TELESCOPIC POWERDRILL

BANKSTICK TELESCOPIC

625 675 50 CM € 4,99 

625 675M 65 CM € 5,50
625 675L 95 CM € 6,25 

625 675XL 120 CM € 8,99

625 676 50 CM € 5,99
625 676M 65 CM € 6,49 

625 676L 95 CM € 7,99
625 524 120 CM € 10,00

625 677 50 CM € 10,49
625 677M 65 CM € 11,25
625 677L 95 CM € 13,25
625 515 120 CM € 17,75

SPECIFICATIONS
- 4 Rod Buzzerbar separate available
- Light in weight
- Stylish black coated
- Including carrier bag

EDITION VX2 RODPOD
The Faith Edition VX2 rodpod is a matt black rodpod for 3 rods. The twin rail design ensures for maximum 
stability. The legs and the mid-section are both adjustable so the rodpod can be placed on almost every terrain. 
The 4-rod buzz bar is separately available.

PRODUCT CODE 625 603
RRP € 100,00
RODS 3

ALUMINUMMATERIAL

SPECIFICATIONS
- Adjustable legs
- Solid sharp pointed legs for secure grip
- 3-Rod buzz bars
- Twin rail design
- Including carrier bag

EDITION VX3 RODPOD
The Faith Edition VX3 Rodpod is very light, compact, robust and easily transportable. With this rodpod you 
will be able to quickly get your setup right, which is ideal for quick fishing sessions. Perfect for short night 
sessions or quick day sessions. Both the height and the frame length are adjustable so you can set it up to your 
own preference. It has a Buzzerbar for 3 rods and includes an practical carrier bag. It also has a very compact 
transport size.

PRODUCT CODE 625 999
RRP € 129.99
RODS 3

STEEL, ALUMINUMMATERIAL



SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Central thread

BUZZ BAR SET | 2-ROD
With the Faith Buzz Bar Set 2-Rod your rods will stand with style on the bank. The Faith Buzz Barr set is matt 
black with a central thread. The Buzz Bar set is lightweight and the threads are universal for every bite alarm 
and backrest.

PRODUCT CODE 625 605
RRP € 22,99
RODS 2

20- 25LENGTH (CM)

ALUMINUMMATERIAL 

SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Central thread

BUZZ BAR SET | 3-ROD
With the Faith Buzz Bar Set 3-Rod your rods will stand with style on the bank. The Faith Buzz Barr set is matt 
black with a central thread. The Buzz Bar set is lightweight and the threads are universal for every bite alarm 
and backrest.

PRODUCT CODE 625 604
RRP € 23,99
RODS 3

25-28LENGTH (CM)

ALUMINUMMATERIAL 

SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Double thread

BUZZ BAR SET 2 CONNECTION | 3-ROD
The Faith Buzz Bar Set 2 Connection 3-rod consists of 2 matt black buzz bars with universal threads. Because 
of the double bankstick connection your rods will be standing very stable.

PRODUCT CODE 625 734
RRP € 27,99
RODS 3

28- 32LENGTH (CM)

ALUMINUMMATERIAL 

BUZZ BAR VXR-1 | 4-ROD SET OF 2
The Faith Buzz Bar VXR-1 | 4-Rod set is specially 
designed for the Faith VX1 rodpod. With this buzz bar 
set you can fish with 4 rods. A great option for when 
you go fishing in France.

BUZZ BAR VXR-2 | 4-ROD SET OF 2
The Faith Buzz Bar VXR-2 | 4-Rod set is specially 
designed for the Faith VX2 rodpod. With this buzz bar 
set you can fish with 4 rods. A great option for when 
you go fishing in France.

BUZZ BAR 1 CONNECTION | 4-ROD SET OF 2
The Faith Buzz Bar 1 Connection | 4-Rod is matt black 
and has a central thread. With this buzz bar set you can 
fish with 4 rods. A great option for when you go fishing 
in France.

BUZZ BAR 2 CONNECTION | 4-ROD SET OF 2
The Faith Buzz Bar 2 Connection | 4-Rod is matt black 
and has a double thread connection. With this buzz bar 
set you can fish with 4 rods. A great option for when 
you go fishing in France. The double thread connection 
will give you more stability.

PRODUCT CODE 625 733
RRP € 28,00
RODS 4

50LENGTH (CM)

PRODUCT CODE 625 732
RRP € 25,99
RODS 4

50LENGTH (CM)

PRODUCT CODE 625 731
RRP € 25,00 
RODS 4

54LENGTH (CM)

PRODUCT CODE 625 730
RRP € 25,00
RODS 4

54LENGTH (CM)

SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Double thread

SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Central thread

SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Double thread

SPECIFICATIONS
- Matt Black
- Lightweight
- Threads are universal
- Double thread



11  |FAITH CARP TACKLE

BITE INDICATION
The swingers, bobbins and bite alarms of Faith Carp Tackle are designed by carp anglers. Purchase one of 
these products and experience the comfort of these special developed designs.

PRODUCT WICKED BITE ALARM SET 3+1

PRODUCT CODE 625 516
RRP  € 130,00

PRODUCT WICKED BITE ALARM

PRODUCT CODE 625 813
RRP  € 40,00

ADJUSTABLE VOLUME
(6 MODES)

REMOVABLE
SNAG EARS

ADJUSTABLE
NIGHTLIGHT

LED’S WITH RUN 
INDICATION

ADJUSTABLE PITCH 
(9 MODES)

ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY
(4 MODES)

CONE SPEAKER FOR
ENHANCED SOUND QUALITY

2.5MM OUTPUT FOR ILLUMINATED 
SWINGER/ HANGERS



BITE INDICATION

The Faith SW-1 ultra-compact illuminated bite indicator has 
a 360 degree visual range and will light up when the bite 
alarm goes off. The SW-1 is equipped with an adjustable 
weight system for better registration.

SW-1 INDICATOR

The Faith SW-2 illuminated bite indicator has a nice and 
smooth round design which lights up when movement is 
detected on your electronic bite alarm. It is equipped with 
an adjustable weight system for better registration.

SW-2 INDICATOR

The Faith SW-3 illuminated bite indicator has all the 
features a carp angler could wish for. Besides its magnetic 
tension system for the line clip, it has a color switch which 
gives you the option to pick one of its 7 colors.

SW-3 MULTI INDICATOR SET 3 PCS

The Faith SW-4 illuminated bite indicator has a magnetic 
tension system for the line clip. The Faith SW-4 illuminated 
bite indicator will be delivered with 6 interchangeable 
colour covers so you can choose which colour you like.

SW-4 INDICATOR

The Faith SW-5 illuminated Bobbin is very modern and 
innovative bobbin. The chain of this SW-5 bobbin is flexible 
and the weight is slidable. The light of the bobbin will light 
up when the bite alarm goes off.

SW-5 ILLUMINATED BOBBIN

The Faith SW-6 indicator has a magnetic release that keeps 
your mainline under tension at distance and is equipped 
with an adjustable weight that allows improved indication. 
The SW-6 is the most compact indicator available in its type 
and is equipped with a 2.5mm jack.

SW-6 INDICATOR

The Faith Versatile indicator is a very modern indicator.  
The line clip is adjustable and the indicator contains an 
extra weight, which is detachable. The hockey stick of the 
Versatile indicator has a quick release system.

VERSATILE INDICATOR SET

The Faith Versatile Bobbin is a very modern Bobbin.  
The line clip is adjustable and the bobbin contains an extra 
weight, which is detachable. With the Versatile bobbin you 
get 5 different body colors.

VERSATILE BOBBIN

625 535 BLUE € 13,99
625 536 PURPLE € 13,99
625 537 RED € 13,99
625 538 GREEN € 13,99

SPECIFICATIONS
- 360 degree visual range
- Adjustable weight system for better registration
- Available in blue, purple, red and green
- 2.5mm jack for connection to baitalarm

SPECIFICATIONS
- 360 degree visual range
- Adjustable weight system for better registration
- Adjustable magnetic tension system
- Available in blue, purple, red and green
- 2.5mm jack for connection to baitalarm

SPECIFICATIONS
- Needs a CR2032 battery for the light
- Magnetic tension system
- Color switch, 7 available color modes
- Adjustable weight system for better registration
- 2.5mm jack for connection to baitalarm

SPECIFICATIONS
- Magnetic tension system
- Adjustable weight system
- 6 interchangeable colour covers
- 2.5mm jack for connection to baitalarm

SPECIFICATIONS
- Illuminated
- Slidable weight
- 2.5mm pin
- Flexible chain

625 944 BLUE € 15,99 
625 945 PURPLE € 15,99 
625 946 RED € 15,99 
625 947 GREEN € 15,99 

SPECIFICATIONS
- Illuminated
- Slidable weight
- 2.5mm pin
- Magnetic release

SPECIFICATIONS
- 5 different body colors
- Extra weight of 10g
- Quick release hockey stick
- Adjustable line clip

SPECIFICATIONS
- 5 Different body colors
- Extra weight of 10g
- Adjustable line clip

625 539 BLUE €15,99
625 540 PURPLE €15,99
625 541 RED €15,99
625 542 GREEN €15,99

625 543 SW-3 I 3 PCS € 89,99
625 814 SW-3 I SINGLE € 25,00

625 544 MULTI COLOUR € 16,99

625 616 SW-5 ILLUMINATED BOBBIN BLUE € 15,50

625 759 € 15,50
625 758 SW-5 ILLUMINATED BOBBIN PURPLE € 15,50

625 757 € 15,50
SW-5 ILLUMINATED BOBBIN RED 

SW-5 ILLUMINATED BOBBIN GREEN

625 614 INDICATOR SET € 19,99 

625 615 VERSATILE BOBBIN € 16,00



BIVVY’S & SHELTERS
Our product range has multiple designs for every type of carp angler. Whether you are looking for a bivvy, 
shelter or brolly, Faith Carp Tackle has it! All the bivvy’s are made of high quality materials, therefore you are 
able to enjoy the proven quality at the bankside!



BIVVY’S & SHELTERS

The Faith Colossus Bivvy gives you all the space you need. The inner dome will prevent 
condensation and pests. The front of the bivvy has big doors with a mesh and a clear panel so you 
can choose which one you prefer.

COLOSSUS BIVVY

SPECIFICATIONS
- Made from Nylon triple PU coated material, 9000mm HH
- Very big bivvy for long sessions
- Removeable inner dome with room for 2 bedchairs
- Removeable mesh (2pcs) and a clear panel (1pcs)
- The whole front is removeable
- Including heavy duty groundsheet
- Including heavy duty carry bag

The Faith Inflatable Avatar M1 Dome is an inflatable dome which is very fast to set up and to break 
down. The tubes are full within a minute. The material of the dome is breathable and strong Ripstop 
Polyester.

INFLATABLE AVATAR M1 DOME
The Faith Camo Brolly is perfect for short sessions. Because of its umbrella system this brolly will 
stand within a few minutes. The brolly is provided with rod straps and a lightweight ground sheet.

OVAL CAMO BROLLY COMPLETE

SPECIFICATIONS
- Fast to set up because of the umbrella system
- Perfect for short nights
- Made from Nylon triple PU coated material, 

9000mm HH
- Provided with lightweight ground sheet,

pegs and a carry bag

The Faith 2-Rib Shelter is easy and fast to set up. That’s why it is the perfect shelter for short 
sessions. The Faith 2-rib Shelter is fully waterproof and has enough room for a bedchair and 
additional luggage.

2-RIB SHELTER

SPECIFICATIONS
- Made from Nylon triple PU coated material, 9000mm HH
- Perfect for short sessions
- Enough room for a bedchair and luggage
- Fast to set up because of the 2-Rib system
- Provide with rod straps
- Including groundsheet, carry bag and heavy duty pegs

The Faith Xposure Dome is the perfect dome for carp fishing. Because of the 2-rib system the 
dome is easy to set up and will stand like a house. The Faith Xposure Dome is of good quality and 
is an affordable dome.

XPOSURE DOME

SPECIFICATIONS
- Made from Nylon triple PU coated material, 9000mm HH
- Fast to set up because of the 2-Rib system
- Provided with a handy shed
- You can wrap up the front to create a brolly
- Mesh panels for warm nights
- Provide with rod straps
- Including groundsheet, carry bag and heavy duty pegs

The Faith Camp House is a practical bivvy for the longer sessions. The Faith Camp House provides 
a lot of room for cooking, storage or just for chilling. Ideal for long fishing trips.

CAMP HOUSE

SPECIFICATIONS
- Made from Nylon triple PU coated material, 9000mm HH
- Perfect extra bivvy for longer sessions
- Square design for more space
- Front and back entrance
- Mesh panels for the doors
- Front door can be used as a shed, including 2 door poles
- Including groundsheet, carry bag and heavy duty pegs

PRODUCT CODE 625 568
RRP € 655,00
NUMBER OF PERSONS 2

PRODUCT CODE 625 570
RRP
SIZE L X W X H (CM) 250 X 210 X 220

PRODUCT CODE 625 684
RRP € 290,00
NUMBER OF PERSONS 1

PRODUCT CODE 625 585
RRP € 100,00
NUMBER OF PERSONS 1

SIZE L X W X H (CM) 420 X 315 X 190

PRODUCT CODE 625 569
RRP € 130,00
NUMBER OF PERSONS 1
SIZE L X W X H (CM) 195 X 285 X 130

SIZE L X W X H (CM) 205 X 275 X 145

SIZE 60 INCH

PRODUCT CODE 625 571
RRP € 480,00
NUMBER OF PERSONS 2
SIZE L X W X H (CM) 280 X 330 X 150

€ 284,90

- Ripstop polyester material, which is stronger and lighter
- Fast to set up because of the inflatable tubes
- Enough room for 2 bedchairs and luggage
- Removeable front panel
- Removeable mesh and clear panels
- Provide with air pump
- Including groundsheet, carry bag and heavy duty pegs

SPECIFICATIONS



BEDCHAIRS & CHAIRS
For both long and short sessions we’ve designed chairs and bedchairs. With the design we’ve taken the 
weight of the materials into consideration. Therefore, the conveniences for the short and long session 
anglers are optimal. For every angler there is an affordable solution!



BEDCHAIRS & CHAIRS



SPECIFICATIONS
- Large adjustable swivelling mud-feet
- Extra padding at the head end
- Flat design

BIG CAMOU BEDCHAIR
“The Faith Big camou bedchair is an extremely comfortable, stylish and reliable 
bedchair. Due to his completely flat design and maximum length and width it has 
proven to be the most comfortable bedchair in the market.”

PRODUCT CODE 625 683
RRP € 134.99 
SIZE 210X100X40

8.2KGWEIGHT

140KGMAX. WEIGHT

SPECIFICATIONS
- Adjustable legs
- Big swivelling mud-feet
- Ultra-strong frame
- Equipped with the faith lock system for 100% flatbed
- Thick isolating mattress
- Adjustable backrest
- Compact transport size

BIG ONE HEAVY BEDCHAIR XXL
The Faith Big One Heavy Bedchair XXL is a big stretcher with a strong, high quality metal 
frame and 8 adjustable legs. The fleece mattress makes this stretcher comfortable and 
warm. You can adjust the backrest so you can also sit on the bedchair.

PRODUCT CODE 625 528
RRP € 179,90
SIZE 220 X 95 X 35/45

11KGWEIGHT

130KGMAX. WEIGHT

SPECIFICATIONSHUSTLER X-HIGH BEDCHAIR
The Faith Hustler X-High Bedchair is a sturdy, high-quality and affordable bedchair. Both 
suitable for the beginner and the fanatic carp angler. By using aluminum the stretcher 
is lightweight, strong and easy to carry. The Bedchair is extra high to provide more 
comfort.

PRODUCT CODE 625 526
RRP € 130,00 
SIZE 210 X 90 X 50

10KGWEIGHT

130KGMAX. WEIGHT

SPECIFICATIONS
- Fleece / Polyester deck
- Metal frame, strong and sustainable
- Comfortable, functional and decent
- 8 adjustable mud feet
- 4 season sleepingbag

BED & SLEEP SYSTEM XXL
The Faith Bed & Sleep System 8-Leg XXL consists of an XXL stretcher and an extreme 
XXL sleeping bag. This is a very comfortable stretcher with a very warm sleeping bag. 
The sleeping bag is attached to the bed with a high-quality zipper.

PRODUCT CODE 625 720
RRP € 280,00
SIZE 220 X 103 X 38

14KGWEIGHT

145KGMAX. WEIGHT

- Fleece/ Polyester deck
- Strong and durable aluminum frame
- 6 adjustable legs
- Swiveling mud-feet
- Extra high for more comfort



SLEEPER SLEEPING BAG XL
The Faith sleeper sleeping bag XL provides anglers with a comfortable and warm (night’s) rest. It has a 3 
season rating and therefor it is ideal to use during spring, summer and early autumn.

HW-XL SLEEPING BAG
The Faith HW-XL sleeping bag is a 5 season sleeping bag for all weather conditions. The 
Faith HW-XL sleeping bag has 4 layers, whereof the 2 inner fleece layers are attached to 
each other. The inner fleece layers can be removed.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Heavy Duty zippers
- Polyester lining
- Supplied in its own stuff sack
- 4 layers
- 5 season sleeping bag

COMFORT SLEEPINGBAG
The Faith comfort sleeping bag XL is easy to combine with any bedchair. Because of the lining, 
you got a warm sleeping bag during the cold nights. The Faith comfort sleeping bag XL is 
also great for warm summer nights.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Thick lining for comfort and warmth
- 10mm crash zippers
- Softtouch polyester for comfort
- Attachment points to attach the 

sleeping bag on the stretcher
- Supplied in its own stuff sack

SLEEPING BAG
The Faith sleeping bag is comfortable and easy to bring along because of its small transport size.  
The Faith sleeping bag is perfect to use during the spring and autumn.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Comfortable sleeping bag for 3 seasons
- Heavy-duty zippers
- Opening on both sides
- Supplied in its own stuff sack

PRODUCT CODE 625 674
RRP € 199,99
SIZE 205 X 90

5NUMBER OF SEASONS

PRODUCT CODE 625 673
RRP € 74,99
SIZE 210 X 88

3NUMBER OF SEASONS

PRODUCT CODE 625 566
RRP € 40,00
SIZE 220 X 70

3NUMBER OF SEASONS

SPECIFICATIONS
-  Flaps along the entire length to prevent drafts

and to retain heat better
- Strong 10mm zippers with double lip to 

easily open the sleeping bag
- Soft Touch polyester for optimal comfort
- Supplied in its own stuff sack 

PRODUCT CODE 625 672
RRP € 70,00
SIZE 210 X 88

3NUMBER OF SEASONS



BIG CAMOU CHAIR
The Faith Big Camou Chair features a high backrest and a large seat. 
This offers relaxing comfort with its foam mattress padding and 
reclining back so you can enjoy your break on the bank.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Fully adjustable legs
- Large swivelling mud-feet
- Adjustable backrest
- Fleece covered armrests

PRODUCT CODE 625 682
RRP € 100,00
SIZE 95 X 66 X 105

7.26 KGWEIGHT

120KGMAX. WEIGHT

MISTRESS CHAIR | L
The Faith Big mistress chair L has a robust metal frame with comfortable 
armrests. With its adjustable and collapsible mud feet, this chair can be used on 
almost any terrain. It is the ideal entry-level model for a low price. Comfortable, 
functional, decent and of course affordable!

SPECIFICATIONS
- Compact and low
- Fleece covered armrests
- Fleece/ polyester deck
- Strong and durable metal frame
- 4 adjustable legs
- Swivelling mud feet

MISTRESS CHAIR | XL
The Faith mistress Chair XL features a high backrest and a large seat. 
This offers relaxing comfort with its foam mattress padding and 
reclining back so you can enjoy your break on the bank.

SPECIFICATIONS
- High density foam seating with micro fleece
- Extra lined in upper back for more comfort
- 4 adjustable legs with large swivelling mud-feet
- Leg lock frame for extra stability
- Adjustable backrest by cam wheel
- Strong metal frame

PRODUCT CODE 625 667
RRP € 79,90 
SIZE 76X60X80

4.96KGWEIGHT

110 KGMAX. WEIGHT

PRODUCT CODE 625 668
RRP € 98,50
SIZE 93X66X105

7.26KGWEIGHT

125 KGMAX. WEIGHT



SPECIFICATIONS

- High density foam seating with micro fleece
- Extra lined in upper back for more comfort
- 4 adjustable legs with large swivelling mud-feet
- Leg lock frame for extra stability
- Adjustable backrest by cam wheel
- Strong metal frame

MISTRESS CHAIR | XXL
The Faith mistress chair XXL is an adjustable chair with a high back and armrests. 
It is equipped with large, adjustable and swiveling mud feet, making it ideal for 
almost any terrain.

PRODUCT CODE 625 669
RRP € 94,99 
SIZE 93X68X110

6.58 KGWEIGHT

125 KGMAX. WEIGHT

SPECIFICATIONS

- Easy to get out of the chair
- 2 comfortable armrests
- Adjustable backrest
- Adjustable front legs with mud feet
- Easy to fold up

CAMP CHAIR | XL
The Faith Camp Chair XL is an adjustable camping chair with a high backrest.  
The armrests are simple to adjust and it has extendable front legs with makes this 
chair perfect for any terrain.

PRODUCT CODE 625 685
RRP € 62,99
SIZE 68 X 58 X 100

5 KGWEIGHT

110 KGMAX. WEIGHT

SPECIFICATIONS

- Compact and low
- Armrests
- Fleece / Polyester deck
- Metal frame, strong and sustainable
- 2 front adjustable mud feet
- Comfortable, functional and decent

LOUNGE CHAIR | S
This Faith Lounge Chair S is a comfortable chair with 2 adjustable (mud) front 
feet, fine high-quality fleece seat and headrest, sturdy backrest and fleece 
armrests. With this chair you can sit very comfortably at the bank.

PRODUCT CODE 625 718
RRP € 79,99 
SIZE 75 X 64 X 70

5.5 KGWEIGHT

125 KGMAX. WEIGHT

SPECIFICATIONS

- High back seat for optimal support
- Armrests
- Fleece / Polyester deck
- Metal frame, strong and sustainable
- 4 adjustable mud feet
- Comfortable, functional and decent

LOUNGE CHAIR | XL 
This Faith Lounge Chair XL is a comfortable chair with 4 adjustable mud feet, 
fine high-quality fleece seat and headrest. It got a high sturdy backrest and fleece 
armrests. With this chair you can sit very comfortably at the bank.

PRODUCT CODE 625 719
RRP € 94,99
SIZE 92 X 66 X 99

5.7 KGWEIGHT

125 KGMAX. WEIGHT



FAITH PVA
Our PVA mesh is an all year round mesh. The PVA range is specially designed to match the highest 
standards a carp angler needs. The PVA range contains bags, mesh, tape and refills. Several sizes available.



PRODUCT CODE 625 1032
RRP  € 10,99 
LENGHT  5 M

PVA FUNNEL WEB 5.00M

PRODUCT CODE 625 1033
RRP  € 9,99 
LENGHT  5 M

PVA FUNNEL WEB 5.00M BOILIE

PRODUCT CODE 625 1034
RRP  € 4,99 
PIECES 10

FAITH PVA BAG SMALL

PRODUCT CODE 625 1030
RRP  € 8,99 
LENGHT  5 M

PVA FUNNEL WEB 5.00M REFILL

PRODUCT CODE 625 1036
RRP  € 5,99 
LENGHT 20 M

FAITH PVA TAPE

PRODUCT CODE 625 1035
RRP  € 4,99 
PIECES 10

FAITH PVA BAG LARGE

PRODUCT CODE 625 1031
RRP  € 8,99 
LENGHT  5 M

PVA FUNNEL WEB 5.00M BOILIE REFILL

ALL SEASON

FAITH PVA



ARTIFICIAL BAIT
Artificial baits are a must-have for every carp angler. Easy to use carp baits with great visual attraction! 
All types of artificial baits can be used as ‘single bait’, snowman or for example in combination with a small 
bed of particles. Artificial baits are great in use against crayfish or small catfish.



PRODUCT CODE 625 906
RRP € 2,99

CARP CASTERS | 10MM
Faith artificial maggots are made from very soft and 
life like material, this all to get the best results.

PRODUCT CODE 625 907
RRP € 2,99

SOFT MAGGOT FLOATING
Faith artificial maggots are made from very soft and 
life like material, this all to get the best results.

PRODUCT CODE 625 910
RRP € 2,26

ARTIFICIAL POPUP TIGERNUT MEDIUM
The Faith pop-up tigernut is a perfect floating 
imitation of a real tigernut! They make it possible 
to create all kind of great hookbait presentations. 
Combine them with a real tigernut or any other bait 
to create the perfect snow-man presentation. This 
tigernuts can even absorb liquids, which makes it 
possible to give them any flavour you prefer.

PRODUCT CODE 625 911
RRP € 2,26

ARTIFICIAL POPUP TIGERNUT LARGE
The Faith pop-up tigernut is a perfect floating 
imitation of a real tigernut! They make it possible 
to create all kind of great hookbait presentations. 
Combine them with a real tigernut or any other bait 
to create the perfect snow-man presentation. This 
tigernuts can even absorb liquids, which makes it 
possible to give them any flavour you prefer.

PRODUCT CODE 625 908
RRP € 4,00

CORN STOPS MIXED COLORS
The Faith corn stops in the shape of sweetcorn 
allows you to make the hair longer. The stops will 
secure the bait. The stops are available in the bright 
colours: red, pink, yellow, green, orange, brown and 
nite-glow!

PRODUCT CODE 625 909
RRP € 2,26

ARTIFICIAL POPUP SWEETCORN
The Faith pop-up sweetcorn is the perfect imitation 
of a real piece of corn. This strong floating hookbait 
can be used while fishing on the surface or as pop-
up. They keep their bright colour during usage and 
the strong material avoids the negative influences of 
lobsters, crab and other animals. Perfect floating corn 
for all kinds of fishing.”

PRODUCT CODE 625 912
RRP € 3,49

BAIT JACKETS 15MM
The Faith bait jackets 15mm are specially designed 
for the 15mm boilie. It will protect the bait against 
lobsters and little fish. With the Faith bait jacket you 
can leave your bait longer in the water.

PRODUCT CODE 625 913
RRP € 3,49

BAIT JACKETS 20 MM
The Faith bait jackets 20mm are specially designed 
for the 20mm boilie. It protects the bait against 
lobsters and little fish. With the Faith bait jacket you 
can leave your bait longer in the water.

25 pcs 15 pcs

6 pcs6 pcs

ARTIFICIAL BAIT

The Faith boilie stopper soft are soft jointed stops, 
which are perfect for all kind of baits. Because the 
stops are in strips, you can easily choose to use only 
one or a line of several stops. Easily remove them by 
hand without the use of a scissor or knife. Available in 
a choice of different colours.

PRODUCT CODE 625 914
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP - SOFT - CLEAR

The Faith boilie stopper soft are soft jointed stops, 
which are perfect for all kind of baits. Because the 
stops are in strips, you can easily choose to use only 
one or a line of several stops. Easily remove them by 
hand without the use of a scissor or knife. Available in 
a choice of different colours.

PRODUCT CODE 625 916
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP - SOFT - YELLOW

The Faith boilie stopper soft are soft jointed stops, 
which are perfect for all kinds of baits. As the stops 
are in strips, you cab easily choose to use only one or 
a line of several stops. Easily remove them by hand 
without the use of a scissor or knife. Available in a 
choice of colours.

PRODUCT CODE 625 918
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP - SOFT - BROWN

The Faith boilie stopper soft are soft jointed stops, 
which are perfect for all kind of baits. Because the 
stops are in strips, you can easily choose to use only 
one or a line of several stops. Easily remove them by 
hand without the use of a scissor or knife. Available in 
a choice of different colours.

PRODUCT CODE 625 915
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP - SOFT - ORANGE

The Faith boilie stopper soft are soft jointed stops, 
which are perfect for all kinds of baits. As the stops 
are in strips, you cab easily choose to use only one or 
a line of several stops. Easily remove them by hand 
without the use of a scissor or knife. Available in a 
choice of colours.

PRODUCT CODE 625 917
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP - SOFT - RED

PRODUCT CODE 625 119
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP - HARD - CLEAR
The Faith boilie stopper hard are hard jointed stops, 
which are perfect for all kind of baits. Because the 
stops are in strips, you can easily choose to use only 
one or a line of several stops. Easily remove them by 
hand without the use of a scissor or knife.

PRODUCT CODE 625 920
RRP € 2,49

BOILIE STOP COMBI - HARD - BROWN
The Faith combi boilie stops contains 3 different 
sizes of stops, 4mm, 8mm and 12mm. Making the hair 
longer or changing the bait can make a big difference 
to your results. This Combi Boilie Stops make it easy 
to lengthen the hair without having to tie a new rig.

PRODUCT CODE 625 921
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP COMBI - HARD - GREEN
The Faith combi boilie stops contains 3 different 
sizes of stops, 4mm, 8mm and 12mm. Making the hair 
longer or changing the bait can make a big difference 
to your results. This Combi Boilie Stops make it easy 
to lengthen the hair without having to tie a new rig.

PRODUCT CODE 625 922
RRP € 2,50

BOILIE STOP COMBI - HARD - CLEAR
The Faith combi boilie stops contains 3 different 
sizes of stops, 4mm, 8mm and 12mm. Making the hair 
longer or changing the bait can make a big difference 
to your results. This Combi Boilie Stops make it easy 
to lengthen the hair without having to tie a new rig.

PRODUCT CODE 625 923
RRP € 2,50

PELLET STOP - BIG - GREEN
The Faith pellet stops are specially designed to make 
the performance of pellet hook baits practical and 
effective. The shape of these pellet stops ensures the 
pellet will stay on the hair even when the pellet starts 
to get softer in water. It also prevents the hair from 
pulling through on the cast and during fishing.

PRODUCT CODE 625 924
RRP € 2,50

PELLET STOP - SMALL - GREEN
The Faith pellet stops are specially designed to make 
the performance of pellet hook baits practical and 
effective. The shape of these pellet stops ensures the 
pellet will stay on the hair even when the pellet starts 
to get softer in water. It also prevents the hair from 
pulling through on the cast and during fishing.

PELLET STOP - SMALL - CLEAR

PRODUCT CODE 625 925
RRP € 2,50

Faith pellet stops specially designed to make the 
presentation of pellet hook baits practical and 
effective. The shape of this pellet stops ensures the 
pellet will stay on the hair even when te pellet starts 
to get softer in water. It also prevents the hair from 
pulling through on the cast and during fishing.



END TACKLE
The end tackle range is easy to use for every type of carp angling. From ready to use carp rigs to single rig components, 
Faith Carp Tackle has it! The terminal tackle fits every type of carp fishing and lake bed. All rig components are truly 
worth your money. The end tackle range also contains readymade leaders, bait crimps and more.



END TACKLE

BASIC BOILIE RIG
Probably the first specially made, most effective and ready to use, carp rig on the market. Reliable in every way, 
this rig will put carps on the bank. Made with the Owner Carp C-4 hook on the soft and strong dyneema. This 
ultimate rig blends in perfectly with almost every canal and lake bottom for the perfect presentation. 625 821 HOOK SIZE 2 € 4,00 

625 822 HOOK SIZE 4 € 4,00 

625 823 HOOK SIZE 6 € 4,00 

625 824 HOOK SIZE 8 € 4,00 

BASIC BOILIE RIG BARBLESS
Probably the first specially made, most effective, ready to use, carp rig on the market. Reliable in every way, this rig 
will put carp on the bank. Made with the Owner Carp C-4 hook on the soft and strong dyneema. This ultimate rig 
blends perfectly with almost every canal and lake bottom for perfect presentation.

625 825 HOOK SIZE 4 € 4,00
625 826 HOOK SIZE 6 € 4,00
625 827 HOOK SIZE 8 € 4,00

SPECIMEN COMBI RIG
This rig incorporates a small stripped section of hooklink near the hook to allow free movement of the bait to enhance hooking 
efficiency. The turning effect caused by the elongated line-aligner allows for instant and powerful hookholds. Great for fishing a bait 
“just of the bottom” or wafter style baits critically balanced to fool any crafty carp. Tied to an Owner C-1 hook, this rig will give 
you a lot of possibilities.

625 828 HOOK SIZE 4 € 5,99 

625 829 HOOK SIZE 6 € 5,99
625 830 HOOK SIZE 8 € 5,99

POWER CARP RIG
A reliable and ready to use carp rig designed to cope with the most tough and demanding situations. The combination of the 
Owner carp C-1 hooks with the 25lb dyneema make this rig strong enough to catch big fish from heavy weed or pulling fish 
from snags. Tied to perfection in demand with the highest standards to ensure power and ultimate presentation.

625 831 HOOK SIZE 4 € 4,00
625 832 HOOK SIZE 6 € 4,00
625 833 HOOK SIZE 8 € 4,00

The Faith anti-tangle rif fast sinking has the soft skinline as hooklink. The soft skinline has great anti tangle properties. With a 
sinker on the rig, it will be laying down flat on the bottom. Easy to change because of the quick change swivel and the anti 
tangle sleeve. A great rig to catch many carp.

ANTI-TANGLE RIG FAST SINKING 
625 840 HOOK SIZE 4 € 7,99 

625 841 HOOK SIZE 6 € 7,99 

COMBI BLOWBACK RIG SNOWMAN
A short combi snowman rig. Because of the longer hair this rig is an special snowman rig. When you are having trouble 
catching carp this rig can do the trick. With a snowman presentation and the shortness of the rig carps will find it hard to 
resist. The rig is very strong with a line-aligner and a ring for guiding the hair along the hook.

625 842 HOOK SIZE 4 € 4,99
625 843 HOOK SIZE 6 € 4,99
625 844 HOOK SIZE 8 € 4,99

Why so many carpfishers choose the chod rig? It is practically tangle free, presents the bait perfectly over any 
type of bottom debris and carp find it very hard to eject because of its inherent stiffness and curve. These rigs are 
constructed with Owner hooks.

CHOD RIG SHORT
625 845 HOOK SIZE 4 € 7,99
625 846 HOOK SIZE 6 € 7,99
625 847 HOOK SIZE 8 € 7,99

BLOW OUT RIG
This rig has caught so many carp over the years and yet still remains a relative secret on many lakes! The ring and line-aligner 
work on the principal that the bait can be taken easily yet when the carp attempts to get rid off the bait, the blow-out effect 
causes an effective anti-eject self hooking. The stripped section of the high quality skin hooklink creates a natural presentation 
and an Owner C-1 hook reliability is a sure thing. Either pop-up or bottom-bait, this rig will work well in most situations.

625 837 HOOK SIZE 4 € 4,00
625 838 HOOK SIZE 6 € 4,00
625 839 HOOK SIZE 8 € 4,00

FLUOROCARBON STIFF RIG
Fishing with a stiff rig has become massively popular in recent years. An ultimate effective carp rig which is invisible for 
fish because of the fluorocarbon material. The stiff fluorocarbon combined with the short length warrant a rigid rig with 
excellent anti-eject properties to ensure the carp stays on! Tied by professional rig tiers and made with the super sharp 
straight point Owner C-7 hook to ensure early pricking and perfect hook penetration.

625 834 HOOK SIZE 4 € 5,26
625 835 HOOK SIZE 6 € 5,26
625 836 HOOK SIZE 8 € 5,26

Why so many carpfishers choose the chod rig? It is practically tangle free, presents the bait perfectly over any 
type of bottom debris and carp find it very hard to eject because of its inherent stiffness and curve. These rigs are 
constructed with Owner hooks.

CHOD RIG LONG

625 848 HOOK SIZE 4 € 7,99
625 849 HOOK SIZE 6 € 7,99
625 850 HOOK SIZE 8 € 7,99

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED

FREE 
BOILIE STOPS 

INCLUDED



QUICK CHANGE SWIVEL SIZE 8
The Faith quick change swivels are the perfect 
tool to change your rigs quickly after you catch 
a fish or when you do not feel confident about 
your rig any more. The loop of the rig is easily 
to secure by using a anti tangle sleeve.

PRODUCT CODE 625 882 
RRP € 4,49

QUICK CHANGE RING SWIVEL SIZE 8
The Faith quick change ring swivel is the smart 
mix between the ring- and fast change swivel. 
Perfect when you want to use a fast change 
swivel for creating a run- or helicopter rig and 
to give stiff rigs more freedom or movement.

PRODUCT CODE 625 883
RRP € 5,50

SWIVEL SIZE 8
The Faith swivels are manufactured with a dark  
matt coating which makes them ideal to use  
in clear, shallow water when targeting wary 
carp. Each swivel is produced to the highest  
standard, featuring barrels that rotate smoothly 
under tension and perfectly formed eyes.

PRODUCT CODE 625 884
RRP € 2,99

BACKLEAD CLIPS AND HOODS
The Faith backlead clips and hoods ensures the ultimate 
back lead system! Slide the buffer hood on the clip, 
choose your swivel-lead, fit it on the clip and simply close 
it by sliding the Buffer Hood down. Now the backlead
is ready to use. To put it on your mainline simply 
connect the ring of the clip on your mainline
and close this by using the same buffer hood.

PRODUCT CODE 625 888
RRP € 3,49

HEAVY WEIGHT PUTTY 20G
This is one of the heaviest putties in the world! 
It’s made of super concentrated micro grade 
tungsten, which makes it more than twice as 
heavy as most alternative putties available. 

PRODUCT CODE 625 889
RRP € 10,00

RIG RING STOPS GREEN
The Faith rig ring stops are special designed rig 
ring or micro swivel stops. Perfect stops for the 
modern anti-eject rigs. Easy to use and a great 
fit on each hook.

PRODUCT CODE 625 890
RRP € 3,49

SHRINKTUBE GREEN 3.1MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 894
RRP € 2,26 

SHRINKTUBE CLEAR 2.0MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 895
RRP € 2,50

SHRINKTUBE CLEAR 2.5MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 896
RRP € 2,50

ROUND RIG RINGS 3.0MM
The Faith round rig rings are individually 
moulded, using state-of-the-art micro 
engineering. This process creates a ring that has 
perfectly smooth, rounded edges. The rings are 
finished with a coating which eliminates flash 
or glint in clear water. Round rig rings have 
multitude of uses in rig constructions.

PRODUCT CODE 625 885
RRP € 2,50

TEARDROP RIG RINGS
The Faith tear drop rig rings have a multiple 
function. You can use the rig rings to replace 
the loop on the end of your rig. You can also 
use them to guide your hair along the hook.

PRODUCT CODE 625 886
RRP € 4,99

ROUND RIG RINGS 2.0MM
The Faith round rig rings are individually moulded, using 
state-of-the-art micro engineering. This process creates a 
ring that has perfectly smooth, rounded edges. The rings 
are finished with a coating which eliminates flash or glint 
in clear water. Round rig rings have multitude 
of uses in rig constructions.

PRODUCT CODE 625 887
RRP € 2,50

RIG RING STOPS TRANSPARENT
The Faith rig ring stops are special designed rig 
ring or micro swivel stops. Perfect stops for the 
modern anti-eject rigs. Easy to use and a great 
fit on each hook.

PRODUCT CODE 625 891
RRP € 3,49

RUBBER BEADS 6 MM
The Faith rubber beads are multifunctional 
rubber beads for a variety of uses. The beads 
are soft, have a straight inline hole through the 
core and are used by many carp angler as a 
shock- and protecting bead.

PRODUCT CODE 625 892
RRP € 2,50

BAIT BANDS
The Faith bait bands are made of very elastic 
and strong material. It’s perfect for attaching 
bait like pellets or pop-ups.

PRODUCT CODE 625 893
RRP € 3,25

SHRINKTUBE BLACK 2.0MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 897
RRP € 2,50

SHRINKTUBE BLACK 2.5MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 898
RRP € 2,50

SHRINKTUBE CAMOU CLEAR GREEN 1.6MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 899
RRP € 2,50

SHRINKTUBE CAMOU CLEAR GREEN 2.3MM
Faith shrinktube is a high quality shrinktube 
to create an effective and successful hook 
extension. Perfect for a variety of rigs and a 
multitude of other rig applications.

PRODUCT CODE 625 900
RRP € 2,50

TUNGSTEN RIG SINKERS BROWN
The Faith tungsten rig sinkers are small 
and extremely heavy pieces of streamlined 
tungsten to hide the rig on the bottom! Easy to 
use with every kind of hooklink. This Tungsten 
Rig weights prevents feeding carp spooking 
on the rig.

PRODUCT CODE 625 901
RRP € 3,49

TUNGSTEN RIG SINKERS GREEN
The Faith tungsten rig sinkers are small 
and extremely heavy pieces of streamlined 
tungsten to hide the rig on the bottom! Easy to 
use with every kind of hooklink. This Tungsten 
Rig weights prevents feeding carp spooking 
on the rig.

PRODUCT CODE 625 902
RRP € 3,49

READY TO USE BAITBANDS 7MM
The Faith bait bands are made of very elastic 
and strong material. Because of the tiny hole 
at the side, you can attach bait without the 
use of a hair.

PRODUCT CODE 625 904
RRP € 2,75

READY TO USE BAITBANDS 10MM
The Faith bait bands are made of very elastic 
and strong material. Because of the tiny hole 
at the side, you can attach bait without the 
use of a hair.

PRODUCT CODE 625 905
RRP € 2,75

BAIT SCREW TRANSPARENT
The Faith bait screws are easy to use on a 
D-rig. With a bait screw you can attach the bait 
without the use of hair or baitflos. It is easy to 
use and you can change your bait very fast.

PRODUCT CODE 625 903
RRP € 2,99



LINE ALIGNER | SMALL | GREEN
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 858
RRP € 4,49

LINE ALIGNER | SMALL | GRAVEL
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 859
RRP € 4,49

LINE ALIGNER | SMALL | BLACK
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 860
RRP € 4,49

LINE ALIGNER SLEEVES | SMALL
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 864
RRP € 3,49

LINE ALIGNER SLEEVES | LARGE
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 865
RRP € 3,49

RIG ADAPTER 10 PCS
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 866
RRP € 2,99

ANTI TANGLE SLEEVES MATT GREEN 
The Faith anti tangle sleeve slides over and 
fixes the quick change swivel. Extremely 
effective and created to give your rig maximum 
protection and a tangle free cast. The rig is 
‘pushed’ forward and away from the lead for an 
ideal presentation.

PRODUCT CODE 625 870
RRP € 4,49

SPECIAL SAFETY LEAD CLIPS | CAMOU GREEN
The Faith special safety lead clips will release 
the rig from the whole system and it parts 
after a possible line break. This innovation 
makes them belong to the best available safety 
lead systems on the market. Including the right 
tail rubbers.

PRODUCT CODE 625 871
RRP € 4,49

MICRO RIG SLEEVES
The Faith micro rig sleeve slides over and 
fixes the quick change swivel. Extremely 
effective and created to give your rig maximum 
protection and a tangle free cast. The rig is 
‘pushed’ forward and away from the lead for an 
ideal presentation.

PRODUCT CODE 625 872
RRP € 4,00

PVA-BAG SWIVEL
The Faith PVA bag swivels are perfect to 
secure the PVA bag fast and easy. The PVA 
bag swivel is an unique swivel with which you 
can secure the PVA bag and cast.

PRODUCT CODE 625 876
RRP € 5,99

FAST CHANGE CLIPS
The Faith fast change clips are designed for 
easy attachment of rigs/ hooklinks that use a 
loop at one end. These very strong and easy to 
use clips enable you to switch and attach your 
hooklinks very easily.

PRODUCT CODE 625 877
RRP € 4,00

FAST CHANGE CLIPS SMALL
The Faith fast change clips are designed for 
easy attachment of rigs/ hooklinks that use a 
loop at one end. These very strong and easy to 
use clips enable you to switch and attach your 
hooklinks very easily.

PRODUCT CODE 625 878
RRP € 4,00

LINE ALIGNER | LARGE | GREEN 
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 861
RRP € 4,49

LINE ALIGNER | LARGE | GRAVEL
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 862
RRP € 4,49

LINE ALIGNER | LARGE | BLACK
With the Faith line aligner you turn your 
standard carp rig into a carp rig with a far 
greater hooking efficiency. The angle created by 
the Line Aligner makes an extremely aggressive 
angle that many carp will struggle to deal with.

PRODUCT CODE 625 863
RRP € 4,49

X-SAFETY LEAD CLIPS GRAVEL
The Faith x-safety lead clips are one of the best x-safety 
lead clips on the market available! The T-bar securely fixes 
the swivel inside the clip which ensures your lead and rig 
will stay on the cast and during fishing. At the same time it 
ensures trouble free lead ejection (for safety!) when fishing 
weedy or snaggy venues. The clips perfectly balance with 
size 8 swivels, tail rubbers and tubing.

PRODUCT CODE 625 867
RRP € 4,00

X-SAFETY LEAD CLIPS CLEAR BLACK
The Faith x-safety lead clips are one of the best x-safety 
lead clips on the market available! The T-bar securely fixes 
the swivel inside the clip which ensures your lead and rig 
will stay on the cast and during fishing. At the same time 
it ensures trouble free lead ejection (for safety!) when 
fishing weedy or snaggy venues. The clips perfectly balance 
with size 8 swivels, tail rubbers and tubing.

PRODUCT CODE 625 868
RRP € 4,00

ANTI TANGLE SLEEVES GRAVEL 
The Faith anti tangle sleeve slides over and 
fixes the quick change swivel. Extremely 
effective and created to give your rig maximum 
protection and a tangle free cast. The rig is 
‘pushed’ forward and away from the lead for an 
ideal presentation.

PRODUCT CODE 625 869
RRP € 4,49

QUICK CHANGE SWIVELS & SLEEVE
The Faith quick change swivels are the perfect 
tool to change your rigs quickly, after you catch 
a fish or when you do not feel confident about 
your rig any more. The loop of the rig is easy 
to secure by using an anti-tangle sleeve.

PRODUCT CODE 625 873
RRP € 4,49

TAIL RUBBERS GRAVEL
The Faith tail rubber stays perfectly on all 
lead clips of the Safety Clip System. These tail 
rubbers ensure that the lead remains on the 
safetyclip but the tail rubbers also break off 
when the lead needs to come off.

PRODUCT CODE 625 874
RRP € 3,25

TAIL RUBBERS CLEAR BLACK
The Faith tail rubber stays perfectly on all 
lead clips of the Safety Clip System. These tail 
rubbers ensure that the lead remains on the 
safetyclip but the tail rubbers also break off 
when the lead needs to come off.

PRODUCT CODE 625 875
RRP € 3,25

QUICK LINK SMALL
These Faith quick links have a multitude of 
uses in carp fishing. It has a multitude of uses 
because it allows the quick changing of many 
items such as rigs, leads, leaders, spods and 
marker floats. Nowadays these strong, easy and 
functional clips are one of the essential items 
for any tackle box!

PRODUCT CODE 625 879
RRP € 4,00

QUICK LINK LARGE
These Faith quick links have a multitude of 
uses in carp fishing. It has a multitude of uses 
because it allows the quick changing of many 
items such as rigs, leads, leaders, spods and 
marker floats. Nowadays these strong, easy and 
functional clips are one of the essential items 
for any tackle box!

PRODUCT CODE 625 880
RRP € 4,00

RING SWIVEL SIZE 8
The Faith ring swivel is designed to impart 
movement and flexibility to rigs tied from coated 
or stiff materials. Size 8 swivels are designed to fit 
our leadclips in the Faith range.

PRODUCT CODE 625 881
RRP € 400



LEADFREE LEAD
The leadfree casting weights produced by Faith Carp Tackle are based on many years of fishing experience. 
We are in constant search of changing our footprint impact in nature. With our leadfree casting weights we 
ensure great quality and our contribution to a better environment. Leadfree casting weights are available in 
different shapes and sizes.

625 1037 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER 40G 2PCS  € 3,69 

625 1038 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER 60G 2PCS  € 4,50 

625 1039 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER 80G 2PCS  € 5,75 
625 1040 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER 100G 2PCS  € 6,75 

625 1041 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER INLINE 40G 2PCS  € 5,50 

625 1042 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER INLINE 60G 2PCS  € 6,25 

625 1043 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER INLINE 80G 2PCS  € 7,25 

625 1044 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER INLINE 100G 2PCS  € 8,25 

625 1045 FAITH DISTANCE 40G 2PCS € 3,69 
625 1046 FAITH DISTANCE 60G 2PCS  € 4,50 

625 1047 FAITH DISTANCE 80G 2PCS € 5,75 
625 1048 FAITH DISTANCE 100G 2PCS € 6,75 

625 1049 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER 120G 2PCS  € 7,85 

625 1052 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER INLINE 140G 2 PCS  € 9,50 

625 1050 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER 140G 2PCS  € 8,75 

625 1053 FAITH DISTANCE 120G 2PCS  € 7,85 

625 1051 FAITH GRIP GRIPPER INLINE 120G 2PCS  € 8,65 

625 1054 FAITH DISTANCE 140G 2PCS  € 8,75 



LEADFREE LEAD

625 851
€ 17,99
45LB

LEADCORE CAMOU GREEN 45LB 10M
The Faith leadcore is a heavy leadcore that sinks like a brick. This 
allows the first few feet from the rig to be totally concealed. An 
excellent replacement for rigtube, that can stand and give away 
the location of the lead. The inner lead-core allows for its superb 
sinking property while the outer braided core is extremely 
abrasive resistant.

PRODUCT CODE

RRP

LB

LENGTH 10 M

STRIKE SINKING BRAID M. BROWN 25LB 20M
The Faith strike sinking braid is an ultra supple and fast sinking 
braid. The tightly woven braid creates a durable and abrasive 
resistant hooklink. Strike sinking braid has excellent knot strength 
and can be used to make multiple rigs.

PRODUCT CODE 625 853
RRP € 10,00
LB 25LB

LENGTH 20 M

DOWNFLEX LEADER CAMOU GREEN 45LB 10M

PRODUCT CODE 625 855
RRP € 16,99
LB 45LB

LENGTH 10 M

The Faith downflex leader is made from the innovative downflex material. 
It is a very supple and fast sinking camou leader. Great for multiple lead 
systems and easy to make before you go fishing.

CHOD MONO FLUOROCARBON 0.50MM 20M
Faith chod mono is virtually invisible underwater. It has the right 
stiffness for stiff rigs or chods. The chod mono can be used for 
multiple rigs.

PRODUCT CODE 625 857
RRP € 10,99
MM 0.50

LENGTH 20 M

STRIKE SINKING BRAID W. GREEN 25LB 20M 
The Faith strike sinking braid is an ultra supple and fast sinking 
braid. The tightly woven braid creates a durable and abrasive 
resistant hooklink. Strike sinking braid has excellent knot strength 
and can be used to make multiple rigs.

PRODUCT CODE 625 852
RRP € 10,00
LB 25LB

LENGTH 20 M

STRIKE SINKING BRAID E. GREY 25LB 20M
The Faith strike sinking braid is an ultra supple and fast sinking 
braid. The tightly woven braid creates a durable and abrasive 
resistant hooklink. Strike sinking braid has excellent knot strength 
and can be used to make multiple rigs.

PRODUCT CODE 625 854
RRP € 10,00
LB 25LB

LENGTH 20 M LENGTH

CHOD MONO FLUOROCARBON 0.40MM 20M
Faith chod mono is virtually invisible underwater. It has the right 
stiffness for stiff rigs or chods. The chod mono can be used for 
multiple rigs.

PRODUCT CODE 625 856
RRP € 7,99
MM 0.40

20 MLENGTH



SILICONE TUBE  MATT GREEN - 2MM

PRODUCT CODE 625 926
RRP € 2,99
LENGHT 2 M

MM 2,3 MM

The Faith silicone tube is 2m long. 
Silicone tube is a must have in your 
tacklebox. You can use the silicone 
tube to guide your hair along 
the hook.

SILICONE TUBE  MATT GREEN - 2.3MM

PRODUCT CODE 625 927
RRP € 2,99
LENGHT 2 M

MM 2.3 MM

The Faith silicone tube is 2m long. 
Silicone tube is a must have in your 
tacklebox. You can use the silicone 
tube to guide your hair along the 
hook.

TUNGSTEN TUBE | BROWN | 0.6/1.85MM 

PRODUCT CODE 625 928
RRP € 10,00
LENGHT 2 M

MM 1,85 MM

The Faith tungsten tube eliminates 
tangles with casting and protects 
your catch by coating the line above 
your lead system. Because of the 
tungsten this tube is extra heavy 
and your lead system will lay flat on 
the bottom.

WEED LEADCORE LEADER  CAMOU 1.00M

PRODUCT CODE 625 932
RRP € 4,49
LENGHT 1 M

COLOR CAMOU

The Faith lead core leader, with weed 
effect camouflage, looks and feels like 
weed. It has a 45lb breaking strain 
complete with safety clip and tail 
rubber. The ultimate leadcore leader 
in rig concealment.

WEED LEADCORE LEADER BROWN 1.00M

PRODUCT CODE 625 933
RRP € 4,49
LENGHT 1 M

COLOR BROWN

The Faith lead core leader, with weed 
effect camouflage, looks and feels like 
weed. It has a 45lb breaking strain 
complete with safety clip and tail 
rubber. The ultimate leadcore leader 
in rig concealment.

HELIPACK

PRODUCT CODE 625 934
RRP € 4,49

The Faith helipack contains 
everything to make a helicopter 
system for any situation. All the parts 
are fast sinking so your helicopter 
system will be pinned down to
the bottom.

SINKING RIG TUBE | BLACK | 2.00M

PRODUCT CODE 625 929
RRP € 2,50
LENGHT 2 M

COLOR BLACK

The Faith sinking rig tube eliminates 
tangles with casting and protect your 
catch by coating the line above your 
lead arrangement with this tough 
Sinking Rig Tube. With its 0,75mm 
internal diameter bore it’s easy to 
thread. The matt non-glare finish 
prevents spooking the fish.

SINKING RIG TUBE GRAVEL

PRODUCT CODE 625 930
RRP € 2,50
LENGHT 2 M

COLOR GRAVEL

The Faith sinking rig tube eliminates 
tangles with casting and protect your 
catch by coating the line above your 
lead arrangement with this tough 
Sinking Rig Tube. With its 0,75mm 
internal diameter bore it’s easy to 
thread. The matt non-glare finish 
prevents spooking the fish.

SINKING RIG TUBE GREEN

PRODUCT CODE 625 931
RRP € 2,50
LENGHT 2 M

COLOR GREEN

The Faith sinking rig tube eliminates 
tangles with casting and protect your 
catch by coating the line above your 
lead arrangement with this tough 
Sinking Rig Tube. With its 0,75mm 
internal diameter bore it’s easy to 
thread. The matt non-glare finish 
prevents spooking the fish.

LEADCLIP ACTION PACK | BLACK | 5 PCS

PRODUCT CODE 625 935
RRP € 4,99

With the Faith leadclip action pack 
you can connect your lead and 
hook link easily and it provide the 
best presentation. Great quality and 
easy to use. Includes 5 clips, rubbers, 
swivels and 2m’s of rig tube.

LEADCLIP ACTION PACK | GRAVEL | 5 PCS

PRODUCT CODE 625 936
RRP € 4,99

With the Faith leadclip action pack 
you can connect your lead and 
hook link easily and it provide the 
best presentation. Great quality and 
easy to use. Includes 5 clips, rubbers, 
swivels and 2m’s of rig tube.

LEADCLIP ACTION PACK | GREEN | 5 PCS

PRODUCT CODE 625 937
RRP € 4,99

With the Faith leadclip action pack 
you can connect your lead and 
hook link easily and it provide the 
best presentation. Great quality and 
easy to use. Includes 5 clips, rubbers, 
swivels and 2m’s of rig tube.

PRODUCT CODE 625 938
RRP € 7,99
LENGHT 80CM
PIECES 3

L.CORE LEADERS X-SAFETY

The Faith leadcore leader is made of heavy 
leadcore that sinks like a brick, allowing the first 
few feet from the rig to be totally concealed. An 
excellent replacement for rigtube that can stand 
and give away the location of the lead. The inner 
lead-core allows for its superb sinking property 
while the outer braided core is extremely abrasive 
resistant. Includes X-safety lead clips and tail 
rubbers to make your system complete.

PRODUCT CODE 625 940
RRP € 11,99
LENGHT 120CM
PIECES 3

PRODUCT CODE 625 939
RRP € 10,00
LENGHT 120CM
PIECES 3

PRODUCT CODE 625 941
RRP € 3,49
LENGHT 120CM

LEADERS

45LB | 80CM | 3PCS LOOP AND R.SWIVEL | 120CM CHOD/HELI SYSTEM | 120CM

DOWNFLEX SAFETY LEADER DOWNFLEX S.LEADER D.LOOP TUBE THREADER | 1.20M

The Faith downflex safety leader is a ready to use 
safety leader made from the innovative downflex 
material. Very supple and fast sinking camou leader 
with one end looped and a ring swivel size 8 on 
the other end. Useful for all kinds of rig systems.

The Faith chod/heli system leader is a ready to use 
double loop safety leader with adjustable chod/ heli 
system. The Leader is made of the innovative and 
very supple downflex material which ensure fast 
sinking and guarantee the leader will stay down on 
the bottom and follows it contours.

The Faith tube threader will make it easy to thread 
the line through the tube. Thanks to the small, neat 
eye, the tube threader is easy to use and a great 
addition to all anti tangle tubing.



LEADERS
Our leaders are made of high quality materials. The leader range is complete and is an must have for every carp angler.  

If you are in search of reliable readymade leaders, Faith Carp Tackle has it all. With a breaking strength up to 45lb, you are 
ready for some extreme carpy situations!



CARP CARE
‘Carp care’ is of paramount importance at Faith Carp Tackle. Dealing with the captured fish must always 
be optimal! The combination of materials has been chosen and composed by carp anglers, therefore the 
captured fish won’t experience damage at the bankside.



CARP CARE

G-EAZY CARP NET
The G-Eazy Carp Net by Faith is a camouflage net with a two-piece handle. The two-piece handle 
and the net arms are made of full carbon. There is a magnet at the bottom of the net and on the 
handle. This keeps the net tight so you can easily get the carp in. The net itself is fine-meshed.

SCALE | 50KG
The Faith Scale will easily and accurately weigh your carp. With 
the adjustment screw, on top of the scale, you can zero 
the scale.

S.I.D. DIGITAL SCALE 50KG
With the S.I.D Digital scale you can weigh your carp up to 50kg 
/ 110lb. You can chose which weight unit you want. The S.I.D 
digital scale also has a memory so you can save the weight of 
your latest catches. The memory mode allows you to save 10 
weights. The holding arms can be folded so the scale is also 
compact in size.

NETFLOAT XL
The Faith Netfloat XL is an handy float that will prevent your 
net from sinking when you have a carp on. The Faith Netfloat 
XL is easily attachable to every net handle and will make it 
easier to land the carp.

WEIGH POD
The Weigh Pod is a handy tripod to accurately and stably 
weigh your captured Carp. Simply put the scale and weighing 
bag underneath and weigh the carp. The legs of this tripod 
are 2-part legs so that it can stored compact. No longer 
struggle to weigh a heavy fish while the needle shakes and 
bounces around.

CAMOU CRADLE
The Faith Camou Cradle will give the carp all the safety it needs. When the carp is in the 
cradle the carp will not get hurt or fall out. Because of the adjustable legs the cradle can be 
stand almost everywhere.

CAMOU CRADLE XXL
The Cradle XXL has a two-part frame and adjustable legs for compact transportation. Fully 
lined and carp friendly. The Cradle XXL has a wide mesh opening for good water drainage.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Light weight
- Net handle and the net arms are made of full carbon
- Magnet in the net and on the net handle to make it easier to 

get the carp in
- Comes with a stinkbag

SPECIFICATIONS
- Keeps your Net floating
- Great for the angler who go’s fishing on their own
- Fits on every net handle
- Easy to fix on the spreading block

SPECIFICATIONS
- Maximum weight: 50KG
- Zero adjustment screw
- Protective housing
- Included 2 hanging hooks

SPECIFICATIONS
- Compact size
- Holding arms can be folded
- Metal oval loop on top.
- 3 units: kg, lb and OZ
- Weighs up to 50kg / 110lb
- Takes 2x AAA batteries

SPECIFICATIONS
- Thick mattress with raised edges for optimal protection
- Big enough for the biggest carp
- Strong aluminum frame
- Foldable frame with 6 separate adjustable legs
- Legs with mudfeet

SPECIFICATIONS
- High quality aluminum with coating
- Very stable
- Two-part legs
- Foldable
- Accurate and secure weighing
- Suited for the heaviest carp
- Compact transport size

SPECIFICATIONS
- Foldable two-part frame for compact transport
- 6 individually adjustable legs with mud feet
- Wide mesh opening for good water drainage
- Fully lined and carp friendly
- Easy to set up
- Strong aluminum frame
- Big enough for the biggest carp

PRODUCT CODE 625 727
RRP € 130,00
LENGTH HANDLE 184 CM

PRODUCT CODE 625 687
RRP € 22,99
MATERIAL ALUMINUM

MAX. WEIGHT 50 KG

PRODUCT CODE 625 817
RRP € 59.99
MATERIAL SYNTHETIC

MAX. WEIGHT 50 KG

PRODUCT CODE 625 554
RRP € 4,00 

PRODUCT CODE 625 942
RRP € 40,00
LENGTH LEGS 200 CM

COLOUR GREEN

PRODUCT CODE 625 565
RRP € 79.99
SIZE: L X B (CM) 113 X 51 X 34

COLOUR CAMOU

PRODUCT CODE 625 816
RRP € 99,99
SIZE: L X B (CM) 125 X 70 X 32/48

COLOUR CAMOU



SPECIFICATIONS

- Up to 120 hours of light, depending on the brightness
- 4 modes: red, dim red, white & dim white
- Rechargeable by USB cable (included)
- Remote controlled (included)
- Sealed & magnetic body
- Cord included
- Splash proof

SPECIFICATIONS

- Rechargeable by USB.
- USB cable included.SPECIFICATIONS

- Contains 30 LED lights
- 360-degree bright lighting
- Extractable and collapsible
- Works on 3 pcs of AA-batteries
- Up to 20 hours of light

REMOTE BIVVY LAMP
The Faith Remote Bivvy Lamp is the perfect lamp for in your shelter and for 
outside. With the remote you can turn the lamp on and off. There is no magnetic 
spare strip included, because it can damage your shelter.

PRODUCT CODE 625 744
RRP € 44.99
COLOUR

SIZE (CM)

WHITE / RED

20 X 4 X 4

BIVVY LANTERN | 30 LED
The Faith Bivvy Latern is a great latern to light up your 
Bivvy or for providing light outside. The lantern can 
provide light for 20 hours.

USB HEAD TORCH EXTREME
This Faith head torch has multiple 
light functions, is easy to tilt and 
has a comfortable headband. 
This powerful LED light with 
adjustable lens provides 3.5 
hours of perfect lighting up to 
200m.

PRODUCT CODE 625 606
RRP

WEIGHT (G)

€ 11,99

150

BATTERY TYPE 

SIZE (CM)

AA / 3 PCS

8.5 X 8.5 X 20

PRODUCT CODE 625 778
RRP € 17,99 
LIGHT STRENGTH  150 LUMENS

AQUASCOPE | LARGE
The Faith Aqua Scope Large is a great product and handy 
for every carp angler. In clear water, you can see the bottom 
up to 4 meters deep. The scope is very handy for finding 
the best spot for your rigs.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 3 parts, easy for transport
- In clear water, view up to 4 meters depth
- Bigger view & scope

PRODUCT CODE 625 599
RRP € 52,99 
SIZE (CM) 35 X 35 X 63

AQUASCOPE | SMALL
The Faith Aqua Scope Small is a great product and handy 
for every carp angler. In clear water, you can see the bottom 
up to 4 meters deep. The scope is very handy for finding the 
best spot for your rigs.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Compact, easy for transport
- In clear water, view up to 4 meters depth

PRODUCT CODE 625 598
RRP € 22,99
SIZE (CM) 20 X 17 X 40

BIVVY TABLE WITH LED LIGHTING
The Faith illuminated Bivvy Table is a great bivvy table with build in lighting. It 

is the perfect table for the dark hours. With dimmable LED lights.

PRODUCT CODE 625 819
RRP € 74,99
SIZE (CM) 54 X 30 X 30

- Integrated dimmable LED’s
- Adjustable height
- Battery powered (9V battery)

SPECIFICATIONS



- Rechargeable by USB.
- USB cable included.

TIP TOPS PROTECTORS
The Faith Tip Tops Protectors will provide your rods 
with the best protection. The Tip Top protectors are 
slim in size, so even with the protectors, your rods 
will still fit in your rod holdall.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Protects your rod tips
- Set of two
- Easy in use by Velcro closure

PRODUCT CODE 625 567
RRP € 4,00

BRAID SCISSOR BLACK
The Faith braid scissor is an ultra-sharp and 
durable scissor. The braid scissor will cut 
any braid, coated, uncoated or even nylon 
without a problem. The braid scissors also 
has a handy hook sharpener.

PRODUCT CODE 625 820
RRP € 5,99

MONDIAL LZ SUNGLASSES
These comfortable and lightweight Faith sunglasses 
combine cool looks with the good characteristics 
of polarizing glasses. The special glasses reduce the 
glare on the water surface, making these glasses ideal 
for stalking.

PRODUCT CODE 625 725
RRP € 19,99
FLOATING

POLARIZING 

COLOUR GLASSES

NO

YES

BROWN

- Polarizing lenses
- Plastic frame
- The rubber on the inside of the temples and 

nose pads ensures that the glasses do not fall off 
your head

- Hardcase with carabiner
- Cleaning cloth

SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT CODE 625 726
RRP € 25,00
FLOATING

POLARIZING 

COLOUR GLASSES

YES

YES

BLACK

MONDIAL SUNGLASSES FLOATING
These comfortable and lightweight Faith sunglasses 
combine cool looks with the good properties of 
polarizing glasses. The special glasses reduce the glare on 
the water surface, making these glasses ideal for stalking.

- Polarizing lenses
- Plastic frame
- Floating
- The rubber on the inside of the temples and nose pads 

ensures that the glasses do not fall off your head
- Hardcase with carabiner
- Cleaning cloth

SPECIFICATIONS

ULTRA THROWING STICK 22MM & 28MM
Using the right technique with this Faith Ultra Throwing Stick, you can achieve distances 
further than with the best catapults. A casting pipe with a foam handle for good grip. 
Available in 22 & 28mm, which is made of lightweight plastic.

PRODUCT CODE 625 729
RRP

MATERIAL

€ 14,99

PLASTIC

DIAMETER (MM)

LENGTH (CM)

22

85.5

PRODUCT CODE 625 728
RRP

MATERIAL

€ 14,99

PLASTIC

DIAMETER (MM)

LENGTH (CM)

28

86

PARTICLE SCOOP
The Faith Particle Scoop is an ideal scoop for any type of bait. 
Because of the compact size, you can bring the scoop easily 
with you. With this Scoop you can bait up your swim with huge 
quantities of boilies, particles or other bait.

PRODUCT CODE 625 527
RRP € 2,99
SIZE

MATERIAL

24 X 8 X 5

PLASTIC- Easy for feeding
- Made of strong and solid plastic
- Great for boilies, particles and other bait

SPECIFICATIONS

BAIT SPOON SET
The Faith Bait Spoon set is an ideal baiting spoon for creating baited areas at short to 
medium range. Perfect for particles, boilies, method and groundbait balls or any other bait 
you wish to use. The Faith baiting Spoon is a sturdy piece of kit supplied with a short carbon 
handle.

- Perfect for particles, boillies and groundbaits
- Detachable head
- 2 Spoons, 1x Large and 1x small
- Universal thread
- Short to medium range
- Carbon handle
- Foam grip
- Wristband
- Lightweight
- Scoops have grooves to filter excess water from particles

SPECIFICATIONS

BOILIE PULT XS
The Faith Boilie Pult is ideal for feeding boilies up to a length of 50 meters. Thanks to the 
deep pouch you can feed multiple boilies in one time. The slingshot is equipped with an 
ergonomic soft grip handle and special X-strong elastic. Reduce the quantity and weight of 
the bait for increased distance.

PRODUCT CODE 625 965
RRP € 20,41
HANDLE

MATERIAL HANDLE

MATERIAL

FOAM

CARBON

SYNTHETIC

PRODUCT CODE 625 1003
RRP € 14,99
COLOR 

MATERIAL 

GREEN

STEEL



LUGGAGE
The luggage and holdalls of Faith Carp Tackle are all padded and made of 600D nylon. With useful 
compartments that are lockable with a heavy duty zipper, damages are being avoided during transportation. 
Our luggage series is quality that’s affordable for every carp angler.



LUGGAGE



CARRYALL WEEKEND BAG| 70L
The Faith Carryall Weekend Bag 70L is a must have for every carp 
angler. The carryall will give you more than enough space for all your 
gear. With its capacity of 70 litre, there is room enough for your gear, 
clothes and accessories.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look

PRODUCT CODE 625 562
RRP € 40,00
CAPACITY (L) 70

UTILITY BAG
The Faith Utility Bag is the perfect bag for carrying your tackle, bait 
and clothes. This bag is very handy for short sessions because of the 
size. The Faith Utility Bag is pro vided with multiple storage spaces 
and an adjustable shoulder belt.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look

PRODUCT CODE 625 578
RRP € 40,00
SIZE 57X35X30

SESSION BAG
The Faith Session Bag is the all in one solution for the stalking carp 
angler. The Faith session bag has many different compartments for 
orderly storage of all your gear. Because of overlapping parts, dirt 
and moisture will not be an issue.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look

PRODUCT CODE 625 560
RRP € 25,99 
SIZE 32X30X22

PRODUCT CODE 625 577
RRP € 64.99

HOLDALL DELUXE FULL PADDED 12FT  
The Faith Holdall Deluxe Full Padded 12ft is a fully padded holdall with space for 3 rods, 
banksticks and an umbrella. With the fully padded holdall your rods will always be protected 
against damages.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look
- Designed to hold and protect three rods fully made up

PADDED ROD SLEEVE 
The Faith Padded Rod Sleeves will give your rods the best protection they need. The rod 
sleeves are fully padded and reinforced at the points which are burdened the most. This way 
you will prevent as much damage as possible during transport.

625 556 10ft € 19,00 

625 557 12ft € 19,99 

625 558 13ft € 20,99

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look



FIRST AID BAG
The Faith First Aid Bag is a must have for all anglers. You never know 
when an accident is going to happen. Be sure to bring the Faith First Aid 
bag with you when you go fishing. SPECIFICATIONS

- Scissors
- Tweezers
- Compass
- Safety pins
- Tape
- Emergencywhistle
- Alcohol pads
- Conforming bandages
- Triangular bandage
- Non-adherent pads

PRODUCT CODE 625 559
RRP   € 8,99 

SPECIFICATIONS
- Great protection for your expensive reel
- Enough room for your reel and a spare spool
- Reinforced at the bottom

LEAD & BIT BAG
The Faith Lead & Bit Bag is a compact and ideal bag for your carp lead 
and accessories. The Fait Lead & Bit Bag has handy side pockets to store 
lead clips or leaders.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look

POP-UP BAG (INCL. 6 JARS)
The Faith Pop-up Bag has 6 empty leak-proof jars to let your popups 
soak in your favourite liquid. With the Faith Pop-up Bag you always have 
your favourite bait with you.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look

FAITH REEL BAG
The Faith Reel Bag gives your reels the best safety they need. The lined Reel Bags 
will prevent your reels from getting damaged. The medium size is for the smaller 
to medium size reels, the large size is for big reels like big pit reels.

COOLBAG DELUXE
The Faith Cool Bag Deluxe will keep your coffee hot and your drinks 
cold. The bottom of the Faith Cool bag Deluxe is reinforced, it has handy 
side compartments and heavy duty zippers.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 600D Nylon material
- Strong zippers
- Dark green look

BOILIE DRY BAG | SIZE XL
The Faith Boilie Dry Bag is especially designed to drying your 
(homemade) freezer boilies. It is made out of rubber and is also 
freezer proof.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Great for drying your Boilies
- Provided with a rubber coating
- Including 1 hook so it’s easy to hang the bag up

PRODUCT CODE 625 561 
RRP € 5,99
SIZE 17 X 20 X 10

PRODUCT CODE 625 818 
RRP € 7,00
SIZE 23 X 23 X 10

PRODUCT CODE 625 563
RRP € 10,00
MATERIAL POLYESTER

PRODUCT CODE 625 576
RRP € 19,99
SIZE 32 X 20 X 23

PRODUCT CODE 625 575
RRP € 13,99
SIZE 25 X 14 X 10

PRODUCT CODE 625 743 
RRP € 8,99
SIZE 33 X 16 X 27



WATER CARRIER | 15L
The Faith Water Carrier is a big and firm water carrier. The tap is very handy for 
pouring water and it is also detachable. The Faith Water Carrier is great for when 
you have longer fishing sessions because everybody needs fresh water.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Capacity: 15L
- Easy to refill because of the wide opening
- Provided with a strong handle
- Not suitable for gasoline or other liquids other than water

SS THERMO FLASK | 1500ML
The Faith SS Thermo Flask is a big Flask with a capacity of 1500ml. Your drinks 
remain hot or cold because of the double layer. The Faith SS Thermo Flask is very 
handy for longer sessions.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Provided with handy strap
- 100% Leak-free thermos
- Can also be used as a cup
- For hot and cold drinks
- Closing cap with ring
- Minimal 8 hours heat for your hot drinks

TOASTER
The Faith Toaster is perfect for making a grilled cheese sandwich, burgers and 
many more. When you have a long fishing session, the Faith toaster is a must 
have when making warm food.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Baking section of 15 by 16cm
- Provided with high quality non-stick coating
- Ribbed exterior for better heat dividing
- Cold Touch handle with an easy closure
- Suitable for all gas burners (not for induction)

PRODUCT CODE 625 670
RRP € 16,00
CAPACITY (L) 15

34 X 20 X 31SIZE (CM)

PRODUCT CODE 625 573
RRP € 19.99
CAPACITY  (L)

MATERIAL

1,50

RVS

PRODUCT CODE 625 545
RRP € 16,00 
SIZE 35 X 16 X 4

STEELMATERIAL

POTS & PANS COOKING SET 3 PARTS
The Faith Pots & Pans Cooking Set is a compact and complete Cooking 
set. For the longer fishing sessions a Faith Cooking set is a must have to 
prepare your warm food.

SPECIFICATIONS
-  Set consists of a 1.7L cooking pan, 19cm 

baking pan and a boiler
-  Made of high quality aluminum
-  Provided with non-stick coating
-  Compact and easy for transport
-  Including carry bag

PRODUCT CODE 625 546
RRP € 44,99
PARTS 3

SPECIFICATIONS
- Capacity: 750ml
- Stylish black with a Faith logo
- Suitable for hot and cool drinks
- RVS

SS THERMO BOTTLE | 750ML
The Faith SS Thermo Bottle is a very handy bottle to keep 
your drinks hot and cold. Because of the double layer, the 
bottle will have maximum temperature retention.

PRODUCT CODE 625 574
RRP

CAPACITY (L)
€ 13,99
0,75

MATERIAL RVS

- Natural rubber
- Includes fleece cover
- Closing: Screw cap
- Not dishwasher safe
- Fill the jar with warm water
- Do not use boiling water, this can cause burns
- Do not heat the jug in the microwave or oven
- Do not use any additives in the water such as salt, essential oils, etc.
- Avoid contact with hot, pointed or sharp surfaces, oil, grease and sunlight

SPECIFICATIONS

COOKING WARE

PRODUCT CODE 625 798
RRP € 10,00

HOT WATER BOTTLE
This Faith Hot Water Bottle with fleece cover is ideal for the colder days and nights 
to warm up or to relieve sore spots on the body. Made from natural rubber for 
extra-long storage and heat release rate.



COOKING WARE
Cooking and keeping your food/drink warm at the bankside is important for a lot of carp anglers.  

The Faith Carp Tackle cooking ware are custom made to fulfil the wishes of all carp anglers.  
We’ve looked at the quality and usability, this combination is reflected in our products.



CLOTHING
The clothing collection of Faith is great while fishing, but also looks good for any casual occasion. All the 
clothing has a nice fit and connects with any body shape. Whether you’re at home, on the road or out 
Fishing, the clothing fits every situation and is available in different sizes.



CLOTHING

This comfortable Faith Hoodie is great while fishing, but 
also looks good for any casual occasion. This hoodie is 
provided with a big pouch on the front of the hoodie. It has 
elastic bands on the waist and the wrists ends. This hoodie 
has a nice fit and connects with any body shape. With this 
hoodie you can be seen, whether you’re at home, on the 
road or out fishing. Fits for every situation and available in 
many sizes.

OLIVE LIMT. HOODIE

This comfortable Faith Jogger is great while fishing, but also 
looks good for any casual occasion. This jogger is provided 
with two pockets with zippers, elastic bands on the waist 
(with straps) and the ankles ends. Matching hoodie available. 
This jogger has a nice fit and connects with any body shape. 
With this jogger you can be seen, whether you’re at home, 
on the road or out fishing. Fits for every situation and 
available in many sizes.

OLIVE NARROW JOGGER

625 978 

625 977
L

M

 € 29,99 

 € 29,99 

625 979 XL  € 29,99 

625 980 XXL  € 29,99 

625 981 XXXL  € 29,99 

625 973 

625 972
L

M

 € 35,90 

 € 35,90 

625 974 XL  € 35,90 

625 975 XXL  € 35,90 

625 976 XXXL  € 35,90 

This comfortable Faith Softshell Jacket is great for when you 
go fishing, but also looks good for any casual occasion. This 
softshell jacket is provided with full zipper (top to bottom), 
2 pockets with zipper, a hoodie, chest pocket with zipper 
and sleeves with elastic and velcro. This softshell jacket 
has a nice fit and connects with any body shape. With this 
jacket you can be seen, whether you’re at home, on the 
road or out fishing. Fits for every situation and available in 
many sizes.

OLIVE LIMT. SOFTSHELL JACKET

625 983 

625 982
L

M

 € 54,99
 € 54,99

625 984 XL  € 54,99
625 985 XXL  € 54,99
625 986 XXXL  € 54,99

The Faith Bubble Jacket is an extremely light, breathable 
and insulating jacket. This jacket can be used as an everyday 
jacket during colder months. The jacket has a polyester 
filling and an outer layer that has been treated with a water-
repellent coating. The Faith Bubble Jacket has one inner 
pocket and two zipped side pockets, hoodie, waist cord 
and sleeves with Velcro-fastener making it perfect suitable 
around your wrist. Thanks to the cushion-like version, the 
jacket gets a fashionable and sporty look. Suitable for every 
situation and available in different sizes.

BUBBLE JACKET

625 1056 

625 1055
L

M

 € 69,99
 € 69,99

625 1057 XL  € 69,99
625 1058 XXL  € 69,99
625 1059 XXXL  € 69,99

Show that you’re an angler with Faith! This Faith T-Shirt is 
made out of cotton and polyester. This t-shirt is provided 
with a round neck opening and the Faith logo printed on 
the chest and on the bottom of the back. Faith’s casual 
clothing line provides the perfect combination of style and 
comfort. This T-shirt has a nice fit and connects with any 
body shape. With this t-shirt you can be seen, whether 
you’re at home, on the road or out fishing. Fits for every 
situation and available in many sizes.

T-SHIRT BLACK 

625 988 

625 987
L

M

 € 19,00
 € 19,00

625 989 XL  € 19,00
625 990 XXL  € 19,00
625 991 XXXL  € 19,00

Show that you’re an angler with Faith! This Faith Long 
Sleeve Shirt is made out of cotton and polyester. This shirt 
is provided with a round neck opening, long sleeves and 
the Faith logo printed on the chest and on the bottom of 
the back. Faith’s casual clothing line provides the perfect 
combination of style and comfort. This t-shirt has a nice fit 
and connects with any body shape. With this t-shirt you 
can be seen, whether you’re at home, on the road or out 
fishing. Fits for every situation and available in many sizes.

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT BLACK 

625 993
625 992

L

M

 € 25,00
 € 25,00

625 994 XL  € 25,00
625 995 XXL  € 25,00
625 996 XXXL  € 25,00



If you have Faith, 
nothing is impossible!

Faith is a new and innovative carp brand 

that develops products for all enthusiastic 

carp anglers. Besides bivvy’s, bedchairs, 

chairs and bite alarms Faith has many 

more products. 2020 will be the year that 

Faith launches more new products on 

the market. This year, there will be new 

series of rods, reels, rig material and many 

more. Faith brings good products on the 

market for an affordable price so that carp 

fishing with quality products is available for 

everyone! When you go carp fishing and 

you want good products for a nice price, 

then you choose Faith.
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